
Moments Matter
& Micro-Skills



‘The challenge is to tune into,
lean into and/or intervene in

   moments that matter.’



W h y  M o M e n T S  M A T T e R ?

We can’t work any  harder or  longer hours, nor can we expect others to
do the same. A growing number of people are already working all hours
of the day, most weekends and into their holidays. It is of course an
unsustainable way of increasing productivity.

Unfortunately we find ourselves trapped in these ‘achiever’ cultures that
relentlessly, obsessively and often unhealthily push for ever increasing
levels of performance in lazy ways.

The ultimate tragedy here is how the push for high-performance
undermines any chance of reaching peak performance, and of unleashing
new levels of productivity and creativity.

Peak performance is not about relentlessly pushing. Rather, it is about
optimising the conditions for breakthrough – those sublime moments that
irreversibly shift our thinking, move us forward, bind us collectively, and
release the energy needed to create new movement – and then knowing
how to recover and go again.

Tuning into and shaping these moments is a core skill of advanced
organisational cultures, because in peak performance the moment is
always full of both power and danger.

In these cultures, individuals and teams have honed the way they work
and interact in the moment. They know that when they deepen their
listening, use their voice, give candid feedback, disclose, appreciate
others, value difference, step into the unknown, see pattern and catch the
fragile glimpses of ‘the new’ – that these moments energetically move us
and transform us, such that we change, the way we think changes, and
the way we think together changes, enabling us to move forward with
heart, mind, power and focus. 

Moments that
Open us

Moments that
Connect us

Moments that
Shift us

Moments that
Move us



M o M e n T S  M A T T e R

A  2 4 h R  e x P e R I e n C e

The second program in the curriculum introduces leaders to the
power of moments, and therefore ways of working in the moment
that enable us to notice them, catch them and harness them. This
subtle skill significantly increases our effectiveness, our quality of
contact and relationships, our ability to think new things, and our
ability to think and do new things together.

•    explore the power of moments and how they literally shape us
     and define us
•    Learn how to tune into, lean into and intervene in the moment 
     through the use of Micro-Skills
•    Pre-load these skills through practice
•    Understand the hidden code for catalysing insight
•    Craft your own set of leadership experiments to practise over
     the next 90 days

      • Welcome, Po3
      • Setting Context
      • Why Moments Matter 

      • Intention & Attention

      • Pre-loading Brief
      • Breakthrough Question
      • Creative Dialogue
21.30

     

15.00

05.30 • holding a Question
      • Intuition Walk

      
      • Making Meaning
      • empty Space
\
      • Brain Trust

     • Learning Circle
     • Crafting experiments
     • Moments that mattered
     • Setting up practice

      • ending Well
      Pre-Work 60-90 day

Practice Period
• Learning Circle
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Green Micro-Skills
open spaces of new possibility

Breakthrough Questions
kick-start the creative process

Setting Context
builds shared understanding

PO³

creates clarity of expectations

Storytelling
opens our minds to new perspectives

M I C R o - S k I L L S  A P P

A  U n I Q U e  C o L L e C T I o n

our Micro-Skills App is the sister product to the 24hr Moments
Matter experience.

It presents a curated set of practical micro-skills – the subtle skill
for unlocking wholly new levels of productivity, creativity and
innovation.

•  A unique collection of micro-skills 
• each with step-by-step process guides
• Woven together by a simple framework of how and when to use 
   them and in what order
• Tips and traps showing how to maximise them and things 
   to watch out for
• Purchased through the App Store, or through an enterprise 
   Licence



once your leadership community have been trained using the
24hr program and the Micro-Skills app, these frameworks and skills
can then be scaled across whole organisations through a series
of online learning modules, tuning the way the whole organisation
thinks, relates, leads and organises.

This is how the core skills of next gen meeting cultures are woven
into organisational life.

o n L I n e  L e A R n I n g



The Hum
Celebrating 20 years of nowhere

TEAMS
TUnIng 

Core Energy

  Integrated Leadership Communities

Complex Stakeholder Groups

Co-Creative Conferences

Tuning Teams

Innovation Accelerators

Breakthrough Innovation Projects (BIPs)

Cross Value Chain Innovation (XVCI)

Strategic Landscapes

Quests

Strategic Chessboards

Visions of the Future

BREAKTHROUGH

Designing, catalysing 
& choreographing

Designing, Catalysing &
Choreographing Breakthrough
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Change & Integration

Building Eco-Systems 
& Cultures of Innovation

our Core Practice

Our Core Practice

Transforming the way organisations meet and lead 

Transforming the way
organisations meet and lead

Meeting Forms & CirclesHolding Space & Empty Mirror Moments Matter & Micro-Skills

holding Space
& empty Mirror

Moments Matter
& Micro-Skills

Meeting Forms
& Circles

Catalyst Training

Catalytic Training

Evocative Leadership 
& Catalyst Skills

nMaps Riding the Creative Rollercoaster

evocative Leadership
& Catalyst SkillsnMaps: the practice
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Riding the Creative Rollercoaster



www.now-here.com
enquiries@now-here.com
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Catalysing Breakthrough
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